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 Background: Responsible gambling/gaming and the control condition of 

individual responsibility

 The traditional view of individual responsibility

 The nature of gambling

 The challenge of having a meaningful conception of responsible agency

 For the purpose of distinguishing problem gambling from gambling

 A suggestion for a more relational view of controlled agency in gambling

Outline



Responsible gambling/gaming



The traditional idea of individual

responsibility

I can stop 

whenever

I want

I understand

what I’m doing

and its

consequences

I intend to do

this.



 Gambling by default challenges the conception of controlled action:

 Game of chance (intentions and outcomes)

 States of dissociation (flow and zone)

 Distinction between (professional/recreational) gambling and problem

gambling not visible in this way: both ”fail” the ideals of self-controlled, i.e. 

responsible action.

 Problem gamblers should not be seen as having ”faulty agency” in this

respect. 

 By shifting the focus excusively from the player’s competence to a 

contextualixed view of their agency, we avoid the simplistic control-no control

evaluation of the players. 

The nature of gambling and individual

agency



 The agency should be seen relational in the sense that the 
circumstances of gambling are also constitutive of agency, not merely 
threats or boost for the individuals’ competence and control.

 The motivation, purpose, for playing and continuing playing should be 
contextualized in the sense that for instance the machines play into 
the these.

 Also the societal conceptions of agency, economic stability and 
meaningful (and appropriate) conduct of life play into the agency of 
all of us.

 Stigma as an aspect affecting the individual agency that is beyond 
any individual’s control.

Rethinking the agent in control



 The current conceptions of individual (self-)control over one’s actions
may be overrated on the conceptual level. 

 Further, this kind of control may be impossible to gain in any kind of 
gambling.

 Change in conception of responsible agency is called for

 From control-centred to context-relational (the machines, societal
setting etc.)

 Even if more work on understanding the nature of gambling is needed 
for the reconciliation of competence and situational challenges in 
gambling, accommodating a feasible notion of (self-)control in any 
kind of machine gambling, enables more realistic responsibility 
ascriptions and expectations in the phenomenon. 

Concluding remarks



Thank you!

For future comments, please contact susuus@utu.fi


